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breathtaking Eclipse Bay, a town filled with rivalries as fierce and compelling as the rugged Oregon coast...breathtaking Eclipse Bay, a town filled with rivalries as fierce and compelling as the rugged Oregon coast...

Nothing was ever simple between a Madison and a Harte. The feud that had divided their families still simmered.

Now, only months after their siblings’ wedding, Lilian Harte and Gabe Madison are at each other’s throats.

Successful CEO Gabe had insisted on becoming a client of Lilian’s matchmaking service. And after five disastrous

dates, Lilian is at her wit’s end. If she hadn’t already decided to close her business and move home to Eclipse Bay, Gabe

would have been the final straw. But when she finds Gabe at her door demanding she fulfill their business contract,

the sparks between them suddenly turn personal. Once again, Eclipse Bay will witness a showdown—between a

relentless Madison and an irresistible Harte...
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Setting: Eclipse Bay, Oregon, present day

Sensuality rating: 5

New York Times bestselling author Jayne Ann Krentz returns readers to this sleepy coastal town in her eagerly

anticipated sequel to Eclipse Bay. The Harte-Madison feud hasn't been totally laid to rest yet, not when matchmaker

Lillian Harte takes on successful CEO Gabe Madison as a client. Gabe's arranged blind dates have all ended
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disastrously, but he insists that Lillian make good on his contract for a sixth and final rendezvous, even if she has to

go herself. But anytime a Madison and a Harte get near each other, the chemistry is explosive. Add in quirky alien

conspiracy theorists and a soupçon of sexual deviance in the form of dominance and bondage--not to mention

tongue-in-cheek humor and captivating sensuality--and you've got another unforgettable read from perennial

favorite Krentz. --Alison Trinkle
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